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2021: COVID Deaths Increase, Flu Deaths Disappear,
400,000+ More Total Deaths than 2020
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***

At the end of 2020, we reported how the CDC was caught manipulating the death statistics
to make “COVID deaths” appear to be much higher than they actually were.

In November of 2020, we published an article with the above chart showing that based on
the CDC’s own statistics from January through September of  2020,  the total  projected
deaths for the year were on pace to be about the same as the previous three years, 2017 –
2019. See: Statistics Show that the Number of People who Died in the U.S. in 2020 will be
the SAME as Previous Years, in Spite of COVID
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When  word  got  out  that  the  flu  season  seemed  to  vanish  in  2020,  the  CDC proceeded  to
stop tracking influenza statistics.

Here is a screenshot from the CDC website of the page that announced this, but I do not
believe this page is found on the CDC website anymore:

See: In Unprecedented Move CDC Stops Tracking Influenza for 2020-21 Flu Season

On  February  3,  2021,  we  published  an  article  highlighting  a  study  published  in  the
journal Science, Public Health Policy & the Law that claimed the CDC violated federal law by
inflating COVID-19 fatality statistics.

The study is  titled “COVID-19 Data Collection,  Comorbidity & Federal  Law: A Historical
Retrospective.”

In that same article that we published, we published a screenshot of a page that existed on
the CDC website on December 30, 2020 that showed the total deaths in the U.S.  from all
causes as of December 30, 2020, as being 2,902,664 deaths. See: Study: CDC Broke Federal
Law by Manipulating COVID Death Statistics
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Just  after  the  first  of  the  year  in  2021,  however,  this  page  disappeared  from  the  CDC
website, and an entirely new section was put up on the CDC’s website that tracked deaths,
and the total deaths for 2020 were revised to be 3,389,094, a difference of 486,430 deaths.

Now,  one  year  later,  it  appears  that  those  additional  deaths  attributed  to  2020 were
basically being pre-added to cover up the deaths that were going to be caused by the
experimental COVID-19 “vaccines” for 2021.

Here is what the CDC is currently reporting today, at the time of publication of this article:

Source. (Click on “Yearly” at the bottom of the table.)

As you can see, according to the CDC, flu deaths have all but disappeared, as they dropped
from their already record low number of 8,785 in 2020, to only 932 in 2021.

And in spite of the fact that hundreds of millions of the American population were injected
with the experimental gene-therapy shots for COVID-19 in 2021, COVID deaths, according to
the CDC, increased from 385,443 in 2020 to 444,951 in 2021.

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/COVID19/index.htm
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And if we use the CDC’s number of total deaths for 2020 on December 30, 2020 before they
revised their numbers, we have an increase in total deaths in the U.S. in 2021 that is an
increase of over 400,000 deaths that occurred in 2020.

And we have to conclude that the majority of those were COVID-19 vaccine injury deaths.

According to the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), if we exclude
the foreign reports, VAERS shows 9,778 reported deaths following COVID-19 injections in
2021. (Source.)

Dr.  Jessica  Rose,  PhD.  has  determined  that  the  VAERS  under-reporting  multiplier  for
COVID-19 vaccine reports is 41X. See: Determining the VAERS Under-Reporting Multiplier

When we multiply the reported 9,778 deaths following COVID-19 injections for 2021 by 41,
we get 400,898 deaths following COVID-19 shots.

Bingo!

This evidence is further corroborated by the recent admission that life insurance claims
death rates skyrocketed an unprecedented 40% among those between the ages of 18 and
64 in 2021. See: Crisis in America: Deaths Up 40% Among Those Aged 18-64 Based on Life
Insurance Claims for 2021 After COVID-19 Vaccine Roll Outs

We are watching the world’s population be reduced right in front of our eyes, while the
masses continue to think it is all a “conspiracy theory.”

*
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